Array Achieves Compliance
and Business Transparency
with New Financial System
CHALLENGES
As a leading IT products and services firm

•

data was causing managers to receive

with 350 employees, Array Information

reporting with information 6 to 8 weeks old

Technology needed an accounting system
that would support DCAA Compliance and

•

Getting all employees to enter time and
expenses daily was difficult due to a poor

be user friendly. They also wanted a
system that would provide real-time data

Use of a legacy system without real-time

user experience
•

Disparate systems made complying with,

and reporting to all 15 branches to make

and enforcing, company processes and

informed company decisions. Deltek GCS

Federal Regulations onerous

did not fulfill their requirements, so they

•

consultants in order to facilitate a seamless

looked to Unanet for help.

transition to a new system
•

right financial data available.

time so that financial periods can be closed
everything is closed on time and

Struggling to make informed business
decisions because they did not have the

“Posting revenue by type of contract saves
quickly and efficiently. We know that

Finding a vendor with real-life experienced

•

Finding a new system that would support a
complex indirect cost accounting system
with 9 cost pools

correctly.”
Bob Deegan, Senior Vice President and CFO,
Array Information Technology
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“Unanet shone during our DCAA audit”.
Bob Deegan, Senior Vice President and CFO

THE UNANET SOLUTION

ARRAY Information Technology, Inc. specializes
in information technology and other services to
the National Security, Defense, and Scientific
Sectors.
ARRAY is known for its employee-friendly culture
and its ability to drive success for its clients
through applied innovation.

Array implemented Unanet Project Portfolio
Financials with support from Unanet’s
Professional Services team. The Unanet single
solution for people, projects, and financials
delivered DCAA compliance and real-time data
reporting capabilities. Array was now able to
make data driven decisions, and they have
seen significant gains in productivity and
accuracy across the company.
After implementing Unanet, Array:

Array is headquartered in Greenbelt, MD.

With over 20 years of production use, Unanet is
a proven solution for managing projects, people

•

Successfully completed a DCAA audit that
stated that their accounting system design
complies in all material respects with the
criteria contained in FAR 53.209-l(f),
Standard Form 1408 (SF1408)

•

Is able to create real-time reports for
managers

•

Is able to watch changes to projects flow
through the Unanet Financials accounting
process, and return accurate and real-time
data

•

Employees are adhering to procedures and
policies company-wide

•

Has seen improved productivity through
accurate and intuitive billing capabilities

•

Is leveraging the detail-oriented system to
uphold their complex indirect cost
accounting requirements

•

Completed the budget for next fiscal year
months ahead of schedule

•

Provided transparency to stakeholders,
such as the board, through briefings
directly from Unanet reports

and financials in project-driven organizations.
Over 1,000 customers—including General
Dynamics, Leidos, Pfizer, and Stanford
University—trust Unanet to provide visibility into
the work, reduce costs, improve revenues, and
streamline business management of services
processes.
Unanet customers typically achieve ROls of over
1000%.
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